YOU DON’T LIVE IN AMERICA, AMERICA LIVES IN YOU™

America is the only country in the world that is not just a country. It isn’t merely a geographic entity. Not simply a stretch of land. America is an ideal. It is an idea. A notion. A value system. An improbable and daring experiment that remains equally as improbable and daring today. The shot that was heard around the world, and still is. The hope that banishes hopeless.

America is a state of mind. It's a spirit within you. That’s why YOU don’t live IN America; America lives IN YOU.

Even if you have never visited the United States, never even set foot on American soil, if you love freedom, and you believe in the values that make this country great, you can embody Americanism.

Want to learn more about these ideas? FLAG has whole brand of additional educational materials and a speaker series on how YOU DON’T LIVE IN AMERICA, AMERICA LIVES IN YOU™. Contact sadie@flagusa.org for to ask about these additional educational materials or to schedule a speaker on how YOU DON’T LIVE IN AMERICA, AMERICA LIVES IN YOU™.